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The US Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) continued to play referee in one of the most hotly followed controversies in biomedicine in recent 
years: the debate about who owns certain patents on the gene editing technology CRISPR–Cas9. The Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard and the 
University of California, Berkeley (UC Berkeley) independently developed the technology. The Broad, however, was awarded the first US patents 
on CRISPR–Cas9 for gene editing in eukaryotic cells through an expedited program, even though UC Berkeley applied for its patents more than 
six months before the Broad did. UC Berkeley then filed a motion to have the USPTO hear arguments on which institution deserved the patents. 
In February this year, the USPTO upheld its decision to grant the CRISPR–Cas9 patents to the Broad. In July, UC Berkeley filed an appeal 
alleging that the USPTO’s Patent Trial and Appeal Board overlooked key evidence and made errors while coming to its February decision. As 
Nature Medicine went to press, the Broad Institute and UC Berkeley were preparing for the beginning of oral arguments in the spring of 2018.

US Patent and Trademark Office  Least likely to edit a decision

From policy advisors who resigned in protest to an agency trying to settle a 
patent dispute, many of the newsmakers in our 2017 Yearbook made notable 
decisions.

Shraddha Chakradhar

The World Health Organization (WHO) gained a new leader when Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus assumed the position of director-general 
in July. Prior to this, Tedros, who goes by his first name, was Ethiopia’s minister of foreign affairs, and he previously was the country’s 
minister of health. During the press conference after he was sworn in as director-general, Tedros indicated that two of his focus areas would 
be ensuring that everyone had the right to healthcare and streamlining the WHO’s Emergency Response Framework, which was criticized 
for its slow response during the Ebola outbreak. Tedros created controversy when he appointed Robert Mugabe, who was the president of 
Zimbabwe as Nature Medicine to press, to the position of goodwill ambassador for the WHO even though Mugabe has been implicated in 
human-rights violations. Following criticism from public-health experts worldwide, however, Tedros rescinded Mugabe’s appointment.

Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus  Most likely to seek good will

The insurance giant Aetna is in hot water after information about customers taking HIV medication could be seen through large, 
transparent windows in the envelopes the company used to send out correspondence. Some of the roughly 12,000 customers affected 
by the breach were taking medication to treat their disease while others were on preventive treatment. Aetna apologized for the breach, 
adding that it is reviewing its processes to ensure that such an incident is not repeated. The Legal Action Center, a nonprofit organization 
that fights discrimination of those with drug addictions or HIV/AIDS, filed a class-action lawsuit against Aetna alleging that it violated the 
privacy of customers with HIV. The lawsuit is ongoing, but in the meantime Aetna is offering cash reimbursements to customers who may 
have incurred financial hardships as a result of the breach. 

Aetna  Most enveloped in remorse

Texas governor Greg Abbott made headlines this year after signing a law that allows stem cell clinics and companies to offer unapproved 
treatments to patients with a chronic disease or those with a terminal illness and no other treatment options. This makes Texas one of 
the first US states to have a law backing stem cell therapies. Such ‘right-to-try’ laws have taken other forms around the country and are 
intended, according to proponents, to hasten access to experimental treatments for severely or terminally ill patients. Scientists and 
bioethicists worry that these treatments could do more harm than good, especially following reports in March of three women going blind 
after receiving treatment from an unlicensed stem cell clinic in Florida. The new Texas law, called Charlie’s Law after former Texas state 
representative Charlie Howard who died in May of cancer, was signed in May and went into effect at the beginning of September. 

Greg Abbott  Least likely to stem a bioethics debate

When a list of predatory journals was shut down in January this year, the journal services firm Cabell’s International launched a ‘journal 
blacklist’ of its own in June, with Kathleen Berryman as the project’s manager. The new list, much like the older one, contains the names 
of journals and publishers considered to be deceptive, including those that charge fees to publish research without peer review. The new 
blacklist was compiled using 65 criteria, including inadequate peer review, to assign points and rank the more than 4,000 journals on the 
list. Berryman’s team was already publishing a ‘whitelist’ of over 13,000 journals deemed trustworthy and continues to maintain this list. 
Researchers can access both of Cabell’s lists through paid subscriptions. 

Kathleen Berryman  Most likely to check the list twice

Six members of the US Presidential Advisory Council on HIV and AIDS resigned en masse in June this year, citing frustrations with the 
Trump administration’s alleged lack of commitment to fighting the disease. In an op-ed in Newsweek, Scott Schoettes wrote that he and his 
fellow council members felt they could not serve as advisors to “a president who simply does not care.” Among other reasons for resigning, 
Schoettes noted that US president Donald Trump had not yet appointed someone to lead the White House’s Office of National AIDS Policy. 
The other five members of the advisory council who resigned included Lucy Bradley-Springer, Gina Brown, Ulysses W. Burley III, Grissel 
Granados and Michelle Ogle. As Nature Medicine went to press, no one had been named to lead the Office of National AIDS Policy and its 
website, which had been offline since Inauguration Day in January, was still down. 

Members of the US Presidential Advisory Council on HIV/AIDS  Least likely to tolerate inaction
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